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Flavobacterium psychrophilum ?

Etiological agent of the Bacterial Cold Water Disease

a�ecting salmonids worldwide

a major challenge for �sh farming

Non-model bacterium
Bacteroidetes phylum (far from known model bacteria)
Di�cult to cultivate and genetically manipulated
Study wild type strain in various conditions

First genome sequenced in 2007 (INRA)
few virulence factors identi�ed yet
regulatory elements unknown
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Understanding physiology and regulation

To get in site into the physiology of the bacterium life's styles

Identifying molecular mechanisme involed in pathogenicity

New expressed region discovery
Transcriptionnal landscape using RNA-seq

TSS �nding and characterisation
TSS speci�c RNA-seq with primary-5' ends ligation

Study transcriptomic response among various biological
conditions

Custom expression array design

Cost e�ective strategy
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New expressed regions �nding
RNA-Seq: Transcriptional landscape exploration

Library construction: 18 growth conditions pooled

Illumina 50 nucleotides single-end stranded
Classical mapping procedure:

cutadapt =⇒ sickle =⇒ bowtie2

Transcribed regions (optimistic) delimitation:
based on Bogdan Mirauta's thesis work (Parseq)
State space model

MCMC algorithm involving partical �lter
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TSS �nding
RNA-Seq: 5' sequencing

Illumina 5' end sequencing protocol (TAP treatment)
Same RNA samples
Classical mapping procedure:

cutadapt =⇒ sickle =⇒ bowtie2 =⇒ unique reads

Pics coverage extraction:
8 bp neighbour pics aggregation (biological heterogeneity)
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New enriched annotation
2075 new expressed regions (UTR, indep) and 1742 TSS
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TSS classi�cation and validation

Searching for sigma factor binding sites upstream of newly
discovered TSS

E�cient two boxes �nding algorithm (TREEMM)
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Expression array design
Agilent 8 x 60k

Exploration of transcriptomic landscape among biological
conditions

Quantify promotor activity

Validation of new expressed regions and TSS

Probe design using Oligowiz (isothermal)
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Expression analyses

Hierarchical clustering of samples and CDS expression levels

48 samples pilote hybridisations
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Genome-wide expression visualisation
First attempt using IGV and .bedgraph

Toy example on few samples grouped in the same track
Still a new feature of IGV
Not so friendly to use on large datasets
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Next step

Normalisation questions (spike-in)

Perform di�erential analyses

Classify new expressed regions

Connect sigma factor motifs to gene expression

Re�ne Sigma factor motifs using transcription pro�les

Finding other transcription factors
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Thank you for your attention
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